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Magnetism in medicine

Magnetism often has a slight overtone of
being mysterious
Hippocrates of Cos (ca. 460–360 BC), used the styptic iron
oxides magnetite and hematite to stop bleeding and to control
hemorrhage
Pliny the Elder (23–79 AD), treatment of burns with pulverized
magnets; sympathies and antipathies’’ are the cause of
magnetic phenomena
Dioscorides of Anazarbos in the first century recommended the
external use for ‘‘drawing out gross humors’
Avicenna (980–1037 AD) recommended using the magnet in
doses of one grain as an antidote for the accidental swallowing
of poisonous iron (rust).
Several accounts of the surgical use of lodestone to extract
large iron objects

Magnetism in medicine
• In 1627, Wilhelm Fabricius
of Hildanus (1560–1634)
documented the first case of
an iron splinter being
extracted from a patient’s
eye
•The use of lodestone for eye
surgery was also reported by
Dr. Turberville of Salisbury
(1684) and Dr. Morgagni in a
case involving the cornea
(1761)
•Since 1879, the use of
magnets has become the
established procedure for the
removal of magnetic objects
from the interior of the eye
(Hirschberg and Haab)

Dr. Haab’s giant magnet for the removal of iron
or steel foreign bodies from a patient’s eyes.
The magnetic field lines around the tip of the
instrument are shown to the right.

Magnetism in medicine
Treatment of Nervous Diseases
•Aetius of Amida (550–600 ad), who recommended this
approach primarily for the treatment of hysteria, and also for
gout, spasm, and other painful diseases
•Abbess Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179): the magnet had to
be held in the patient’s mouth to remedy fits of anger
or rage, and to keep lies and maliciousness at bay
• Paracelsus (1493–1541), a doctor and alchemist, reasoned
that since magnets have the mysterious power of attracting
iron, they should also be able to attract diseases from the
body. He described exact procedures to transplant diseases
from the body into the earth by using a magnet. The choice of
magnetic pole was important for these procedures. In his
treatment of epilepsy, a disease in which there is ‘‘. . . more
nervous fluid in the brain’’, ‘‘. . . the repulsing pole of a
magnet’’ was ‘‘. . . applied to the head and the spine’’, and ‘‘. .
. the attracting pole to the abdominal region’’.

Magnetic therapy through the ages

“Animal magnetism’’ is the biophysical force
responsible for the free flow of fluidum. Disease
originated from an ‘‘obstructed’’ flow, which
could be overcome by ‘‘mesmerizing’’ the body’s
own magnetic poles

Patients bathed in
magnetized water in an
oval vessel called the
‘‘Baquet de Mesmer’’

Franklin and Lavoisier showed in 1784 conclusively that
magnetism had nothing to do with the reported healings

Magnetic therapy through the ages

…and nowadays
Magnetic Therapy: exploits the ability of static
magnets to alter a person’s bioenergetic fields,
or biofields, which are “energy fields that
purportedly surround and penetrate the human
body.

magnetic products to relieve pain
naturally and restore the body's
energy balance,

U.S. sales: $300 million (2000)
worldwide more than a billion $ (1999)

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

MRI Timeline
1946 MR phenomenon - Bloch & Purcell
1952 Nobel Prize - Bloch & Purcell
1950-70 NMR developed as analytical tool
1973 Backprojection MRI - Lauterbur use of
magnetic field gradient
1975 Fourier Imaging - Ernst
1977 Echo-planar imaging - Mansfield
1980 FT MRI demonstrated - Edelstein
1986 Gradient Echo Imaging - NMR Microscope
1987 MR Angiography - Dumoulin
1991 Nobel Prize – Ernst for developing the
method 1992 Functional MRI - Ogawa
1994 Hyperpolarized 129Xe Imaging
2002 Nobel Prize -Wuthrich, 3D structure of
biomolecules in aqueous solution
2003 Nobel Prize - Lauterbur & Mansfield

Typical MRI apparatus for
clinical use, magnetic field
H = 1.5 Tesla

Remote Magnetic Navigation System
Niobe system by Stereotaxis
Inc. (CE and FDA approved)
is an emerging technology in
interventional cardiology where
catheters with magnetic tips are
steered within the patient,

Two large permanent magnets (H∼0.1÷0.2 T) guide:
- a magnetic tipped-guide wire
-An electrophysiology mapping catheter through the
patient’s vascular system
Applied to:
- diagnosis of congenital heart disease in neonates
- cardiac bypass
- repair of chronic occlusions
- drug delivery of angiogenic factors to damaged heart

More than 1,000 Procedures in U.S. Hospitals

Sensing lymph node (CE and FDA approved)
Sentinel lymph node biopsy
(first lymph node to which cancer cells are most
likely to spread from a primary tumour)

A dark brown aqueous suspension
of organically coated, SPIONs is
injected subcutaneously where
the natural physical action of the
lymphatic system filters out the
particles, enabling sentinel nodes
to be located by high sensitivity
AC susceptometers

Trials with over 1,500 patients across 12 European countries have completed

Magnetic cell selection

Isolex(R) 300i
Magnetic Cell Selection System
(Baxter)
is an automated device for the clinical separation
of various types of cells from peripheral blood
including the positive selection of a desired or
target cell population or the negative selection and
direct removal (also called depletion or purging) of
cell populations that are potentially harmful to the
patient, such as tumor cells in stem cell transplant.

Magnetic Sorting
Goal: Separate/detect/isolate one type of cell from others,
often when the target is present in very small quantities

1- Functionalize nanoparticles
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3- MNP bond to the target cell
2- Add to sample
Cells

4- Retain desired cells by
applying a magnetic
field

Magnetism in Medicine

Cardiomagnetism
Neuromagnetism
Fetal Magnetography
Magnetic Resonance
Magnetic Monitoring
Biomagnetic SQUID Measurement
Remote-Controlled Drug Delivery
Magnetic Stimulation
Liver Iron Susceptometry
Magnetic Hyperthermia
Magnetic Cell Separation
Magnetic Drug Targeting
Magnetic Particle Imaging

Why Magnetic Nanoparticles are appealing for
Biomedical Applications
Biological Length Scales
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DNA

They have controllable small size, smaller or comparable to those of many
biological entities of interest

Magnetic Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications
Their surface can be functionalised
allowing stability in physiological
media and covalent bonding to
drugs or biomolecules

They are normally based on
biocompatible iron oxide and can
thus be reused/recycled by cells
using normal biochemical pathways
for iron metabolism

-small enough for administration (intravenous, oral, inhalation, etc.)
→
method to reach any target organ or tissue
• must reside in vivo long enough to reach its target
• avoid immunological reactions, toxicity, rapid excretion and captation by undesired
tissues

-the smaller, the more neutral and the more hydrophilic the particle surface,
the longer is its plasma half-life

Effetto EPR (Enhanced Permeation and Retention)

Magnetic Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications
They can be
manipulated by an
external magnetic
field

Magnetite fluid dispersion
under static magnetic field

Magnetic Targeting
Use a magnet to direct nanoparticles to
desired location

Magnetic Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications

Their magnetic properties can be
tuned according to the size

They provide an important decrease
of the T2 relaxation per unit of
metal

They may interact with time-varying
field and convert the electromagnetic
energy in local heat

Magnetic Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications

Sensing

Moving

Heating

The ideal nanosystems
Single theranostic nano-objects
Diagnostics (MRI , Optical Imaging)
+
Therapy (magnetic-hyperthermia, drug release)

…but

despite of the large number of project launched in the
area and the huge amount of scientific literature and
patent produced in the last 15 years, to date the
translation to clinic of most of these properties
appears still far away (and th application are limited)

Main limitations

Toxicity

Stability
against
macrophage
s

Particle surface
functionalization
for targeting

Magnetic Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications

Sensing

Moving

Heating

Hyperthermic Treatment of Tumors
Hyperthermal therapy:
refers to the increasing of body temperature or of selected tissues above
physiological limit in order to achieve a precise therapeutic effect.
In oncology, hyperthermia is a therapeutic treatment associated with standard
therapies (radio- and chemotherapy)
With increasing temperature different mechanisms of cell damage occur, and
hence three therapy modalities may be differentiated:
Adjuvant hyperthermia: treatments at temperatures of 42–45°C for up to few
hours; it requires combination with assisting other toxic agents (mostly
irradiation or chemotherapy) for the reliable damage of tumor cells.
Hyperthermia: Treatments at temperatures of 42–45°C for up to few hours. It
induces cell apopstosis (programmed cell death; unlike necrosis, it produces cell
fragments that phagocytic cells are able to engulf and quickly remove before the contents
of the cell can spill out onto surrounding cells and cause damage)

Thermoablation it aims at the thermal killing of all tumor cells; therefore,
temperatures in excess of at least 50°C are generated in the tumor region for
exposure times as short as a few minutes.

The basic principle of hyperthemia

Neoplastic and health cells are equally thermosensible

Malignant neoplasms often critically depend on the development of an
autonomous vascular system, which differs from physiological vascular
tissue. Tumor vessels are devoid of a conventional arterial–venous
hierarchy, unevenly distributed, often irregularly enlarged, leaky and often
insufficient.
- Hypoxic regions develop (shaded areas)
- Low pH

Cellular response to heat
Heat kills cells in a predictable and repeatable way.
Families of survival curves similar to this have
been obtained for many different cell types, and it
is clear that cells differ widely in their sensitivity
to hyperthermia.

Effect of pH and nutrient deficiency on sensitivity to heat:
- Cells at acid pH appear to be more sensitive to killing by heat
- Cells deficient in nutrients are certainly heat sensitive
Cells in tumors that are nutritionally deprived and at acid pH because of their location remote
from a blood capillary may be particularly sensitive to heat. This correlates with the
observation that large necrotic tumors shrink dramatically after a heat treatment.

More treatments

Thermo-tolerance
The development of a transient and non-heritable
resistance to subsequent heating by an initial heat
treatment has been described variously as
induced thermal resistance or thermo-tolerance.

One treatment

Thermo-tolerance is a serious problem in
the clinical use of hyperthermia (treatment
cannot be repeated before 48-72 hrs.)

A bit of history
The healing power of heat has been known for a very long time, and used
to cure a variety of diﬀerent diseases.
 The first known use of heat treatment was carried out by an Egyptian
aruspice, Imhotep (2655 – 2600 B.C.) who used the hot blades for the
treatment of breast cancer.
 Local and systemic hyperthermia treatments were also very popular in
ancient China and India.
 Parmenides (ca. 540 – ca. 470 B.C.) was deeply convinced of the
effectiveness of hyperthermia: “Give me the power to produce fever and I
will cure all diseases”
 Hippocrates (460 – 370 B.C.) successfully used heat to treat breast
tumors: "What medicines to not heal, the lance will; what the lance does
not heal, fire will" [20].
 Belief in the curative effect of fever was also shared by Celsus (ca. 25
B.C. – 45 A.D.)

A bit of history
1866 Carl D. W. Busch (1826 – 1881) described the
case of a 43-year-old woman with advanced sarcoma
on her face After the tumor was removed, the patient
fell ill with erysipelas. The disease induced high
temperature which led to tumor regression.
1891 William B. Coley (1862 – 1936): his studies
involve the injection of different types of bacterial
pyrogens into tumors; He developed a toxin that
caused typical erysipelas with its typical fever. Coley‘s
toxin had been used to treat various types of cancer
for nearly a century;
-five year survival rate increased from 28 to 64%
- When the temperature was higher the survival time
was longer.

C.D.W.Busch

W.B. Coley

…but the results were unpredictable

A bit of history
A renewed interest from 1962 when an american surgeon, George
W. Crile Jr.. (1907 – 1992) demonstrated that long-lasting
increase of the temperature of some tumors to 42 – 50°C could
selectively destroyed them without damaging the healthy tissues
Nowadays
Whole-body. heats the entire body to
temperatures of about 39 to 41 °C. It is
typically used to treat metastatic cancer
Regional. heats a larger part of the body,
such as an entire organ or limb with the goal
of weakening cancer cells. It uses the same
techniques as local hyperthermia, or it may
rely on blood perfusion (the blood is
removed, heated up, and returned to blood
vessels that lead directly through the desired
body part).
Local. It heats a very small area, usually the
tumor itself. Heat sources: microwave (1002450 MHz), radiofrequency (0.05 MHz-100
MHz), ultrasound energy.

Magnetic Fluid Hyperthermia
MAIN HEATING SOURCES
Implanted RF electrods
Microwave antenna
Thermoseeds.

MAGNETIC FLUID HYPERTHERMIA

Magnetic
nanoparticles

hyperthermia assisted by magnetic nano-sized particles
Endocytosis

Advantages:
 reduction of side effects because of low
electric field component (eddy current)
 whole body irradiation by external
application
 strong localization
 Theranostic effects:
Temperature in
41-45°C range for
30min or higher
for thermoablation

Cancer cells
Magnetic
field
application
(50-500
kHz)

Apoptosis/
Necrosis

SAR or SLP
SAR (Specific Absorption Rate)
P/d = C ∆T/ ∆t [ W/g]

SAR is a measure of the rate at
which energy is absorbed by the
body when exposed to an AMF. It
is defined as the power absorbed
per mass of tissue (W/g).

Temperature (°C)

P = absorbed power, d = density C = specific heat capacity
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Magnetic Field
N.B: for MNPs Hysteris is due to τ not due to domain walls displecements

In single domain magnetic particles the heat
release is generated by application of an
external alternating magnetic field which
supplies to the particle magnetic moments the
energy to rotate, overcoming the energy barrier.

Energy barrier ∆E=kAV
kA= anisotropy constant, V= particle volume

τ = τ0 exp(∆
∆E/kT)

Fundamental parameters which influence hyperthermic efficiency (SAR) :
External alternating magnetic field H = H0 cos (2πft)
Relaxation losses

SAR ≈ f χ”(τ ) H02

χ” ∝ MS2V ωτ / [1+ (ωτ
ωτ)
ωτ 2]

τ = relaxation time for magnetisation reversal due to Néel or Brown processes

Néel Relaxation

τN = τ0 exp (∆
∆E / kBT)

Magnetic parameters:
Magnetic volume VM
Anisotropy constant K
Magnetization M

The faster process dominates

Brownian Rotation

τB = 3η
ηVH / kBT
Environmental parameters:
Hydrodynamic volume VH
Viscosity η

1/τ = 1/τN + 1/τB

NB. Eddy currents and ferromagnetic resonance are neglected

Fundamental parameters which influence hyperthermic efficiency (SAR) :
External alternating magnetic field H = H0 cos (2πf t)

Multidomain or single-domain blocked NPs:
Hysteresis looses

SAR ≈ fAhyst ≈ f H03
Ahyst = hysteresis area

Magnetic parameters:
Depends on the hysteresis shape
(Coercivity, Remanence,
Magnetisation )
Only < 25% of the cycle can be exploited

Max. field
amplitude
for MFH

Magnetic Fluid Hyperthermia
The feasibility of MFH has been already demonstrated in clinical tests
(MagForce Charité Hospital, Berlin, Germany and Magforce USA )

Phase III Clinical Trial (2014/03/25,
309 patients)
“efficacy and safety of NanoTherm®
monotherapy and NanoTherm® in
combination with radiotherapy versus
radiotherapy alone in
recurrent/progressive glioblastoma”

Indication
Glioblastoma Multiforme
Prostata Cancer
Pancreatic Cancer

Patients
80
29
7

NanoActivator® devices are installed in Berlin, Münster, Kiel, Cologne and Frankfurt

MFH & Radiotherapy Results (MagForce)
• OS-2: 13.4M (6.2M in previous Radio & Chemotherapy study)
overall increase in survival > 7.2M
• OS-1: 23.2M (14.6M in previous Radio & Chemotherapy study)
overall increase in survival > 8.6M
• Few not severe side effects
f=100 kHz
H=2-15 kA/m

12 nm amino-silane
coated Fe3O4 NP

OS-2:
overall
survival
after
diagnosis of first
tumor recurrence
OS-1:
overall
survival
after
primary
tumor
diagnosis

35 mg/cm3 tumor
Tave=51 °C

3-D reconstruction of fused MRI and CT showing the tumor
(brown), magnetic fluid (blue) and thermometry catheter
(green)
M. Johannsen et al. Int J Hyperthermia (2007) 23:315.
K. Maier-Hauff et al. J Neurooncol (2011) 103(2): 317.

Magnetic Fluid Hyperthermia

∆T = SAR·c  r2 /3λ

SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) [W/g]

λ= 0.64WK-1m-1 is the heat conductivity of tissue.
Heat depletion via convection is neglected

W. Andra¨ , C.G. d’Ambly, R. Hergt, et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 194 (1999) 197.
R. Hergt, S. Dutz J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 311 (2007) 187–192

Heat transfer in MFH

Demand of specific heating power (SHP) as a
function of tumour size for generating a
temperature increase of 15 K with different
MNP concentrations in the tumour tissue.

Temporal evolution of the temperature
distribution around a spherical region of heat
generation (radius 3.15 mm) calculated by
solving the classical heat conduction equation.

A serious limitation of the heating efficiency occurs. Understanding the heat flow from
MNPs into the surrounding tissue, and then through the surrounding tissue will be
important when designing specific applications.
Dutz S and Hergt R 2013 Int. J. Hyperthermia 29 790–800

The ideal clinical application of MFH
Create a versatile nanoplatform with multiple functionalities to target, image
and treat cancerous cells
1. Injection

3. External Activation with
AC Magnetic Field

2. Localization
to Tumor
4. Heat Dissipation
Toxicity
- Maximize SLP and minimize dose (too high concentration of MNPs )
- Nanoparticle delivery to the tumour
- Intratumoral MFH need of controlled homogenous distribution of MNPs in the tumor mass
- Local uniform heating diffusion to tumour tissues
- Study of heat flow into surrounding tissue and through it
- Macrophages uptake/protein corona (too big MNPs hydrodynamic diameter?)
- MNPs fate
- Elimination of necrotic material
- Combination therapies
-

3

What is missing in MFH?
Too high doses of magnetic material are required

Particle surface
functionalization
for targeting

dose reduction
address small
tumors

Increase of the
power losses

lower amount of
material
smaller NPs (longer
circulation time life)
large SAR to treat
smaller tumors

How to increase the SAR: Applied Field

SAR ∝ f H0
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Physiological limit H0f ≤ 4 108 Am-1s-1
Many studies report SAR values for H0f >> Phys.
Limit.
No normalization convention has been adopted
yet

Fundamental parameters which influence hyperthermic efficiency (SAR) :
External alternating magnetic field H = H0 cos (2πft)
Relaxation losses

SAR ≈ f χ”(τ ) H02

χ” ∝ MS2V ωτ / [1+ (ωτ
ωτ)
ωτ 2]

τ = relaxation time for magnetisation reversal due to Néel or Brown processes

Néel Relaxation

τN = τ0 exp (∆
∆E / kBT)

Magnetic parameters:
Magnetic volume VM
Magnetization M
Anisotropy constant K

Brownian Rotation

τB = 3η
ηVH / kBT
Environmental parameters:
Hydrodynamic volume VH
Viscosity η

The faster process dominates 1/τ = 1/τN + 1/τB

The
How to increase
the SAR: NP size
300

For any given material,
and fixed field
parameters, SAR is
strongly dependent on
the SIZE
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The
Rhamnose
coated magnetite NPs

 Monodisperse
 High crystallinity
 Good magnetic properties

Experimental results: magnetite nanoparticles
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L. Lartigue et al. JACS 133 10459 (2011)

B

P. Guardia et al. _ACS Nano 6 3080 (2012)

Decreasing the size but not the SAR:
The effect of magnetic anisotropy

Replacing divalent ion with Co2+
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Cobalt ferrite in bulk has a
magnetic anisotropy ca. 20
times larger than magnetite
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Playing with the shape
Tetrapods

Cubes

Tetrahedrons

Needles

Magnetic interaction

Or magnetosomes:
to date the
material with the
highest SAR

Towards higher SAR values: increasing the magnetic moment
Higher MS
produces higher
hyperthermal
efficiency
… but also

r2

Higher
MRI Relaxivity

SAR ≈ f H02MS2V ωτ
[1+ (ωτ
ωτ)
ωτ 2]

r2 = 4γ2µ02MS2d2/405D

Higher Translational
Attractive Force
Fm = V(M  )B

Fm

Magnetization saturation

Magnetization saturation

Magnetic Nanoparticles for Hyperthermia

Materials

Spinel Ferrite

(M1-iFei)T[MiFe2-i]OO4
i = inversion degree
i = 0 normal spinel
i = 1 inverted

Unit cell: (AB2O4)8

cubic closed-packed array of 32 oxide ions
forms 64 Td and 32 Oh cavities

•Ferrimagnetic behavior due to the AF
coupling of moments in Td and Oh sites

The magnetic properties can be drastically modified by simply replacing,
either completely or partially, metal ions or by modifying the inversion degree
without affecting the crystal structure.

The effect of Zn doping

CoxFe3-xO4

Magnetite
Co doping

CoxZnyFe3-x-yO4
Zn doping

octa
tetra
octa
M = 4 µB

M = (4 – x) µB

Fe2+

Fe3+
5 µB

4 µB

M = (4 - x + 6 y) µB

Zn2+

Co2+
3 µB

0 µB

Increasing the magnetic moment
Doping with the diamagnetic Zn2+ ion

Co0.57Zn0.13Fe2.3O4

SAR ≈ f H02MS2V ωτ
[1+ (ωτ
ωτ)
ωτ 2]
d = 8.2 nm
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The effect of the Zn: Co0.57Zn0.13Fe2.3O4
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Nanoparticles mineralized in ferritin
Ferritin (Ft) is an ubiquitary protein
24 subunits assembled in a cage-like architecture
internal cavity of 8 nm diameter
external diameter of 12 nm
 Involved in iron homeostasis ( iron sequestration and storage )
natural system that can be finely tailored for the realization of theranostic applications
 possibility of mineralizing different inorganic materials in the Ft cavity
 genetical and chemical modifications on the protein surface
Several advantages for biomedical applications:
• Naturally tailored for iron sequestration and NPs
storage
Targeting
PEG
• Adequate size to freely circulate in the body
peptide
sequence for
avoiding a rapid clearence by kidney
tumor cell
• High thermal and pH stability
recognition
Fluorophore
• Naturally monodispersed
Doped-magnetic NPs
• Stability against aggregation
for MRI and MFH

Human H chain Ft (HFt) Potential low or null
immunogenicity!

Design of a theranostic platform: HFt-MSH NPs
MSH = α-melanocyte-stimulating
hormone peptide
binds to melanocortine receptors that
are overexpressed in melanoma cells

Inert and flexible
spacer
 Gly-Ser sequence

Role of PEG:
 Shield to non specific uptake
 Grant free circulation in the bloodstream
 Prevent immunologic response

HFt genetically
engineered
 MSH peptide at N
terminal region of each
subunity

Iron oxide core

P. Ceci et al. Int. J. of Nanomed.2012, 7, 1489

Dr. P. Ceci C.N.R. Inst. of Molecular Biology and Pathology and “La Sapienza”, Univ. of Rome

Targeting properties of HFt-MSH NPs
Confocal microscopy Experiments

MSH = α-melanocyte-stimulating hormone
peptide; it binds with high affinity to
melanocortin type-1 receptors, expressed in
melanoma cells

HFt-rhodamine
incubated with
melanoma cells

HFt-MSHrhodamine
incubated with
colon cancer cells

80

melanoma cells
colon cancer cells

70

% positive cells (average)

HFt-MSHrhodamine
incubated with
melanoma cells

HFt-MSH construct is specifically
internalized by B16F10 melanoma
cells, but not by other cells (e.g. colon
cancer cells) in vitro

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

P. Ceci et al. Int. J. of Nanomed.2012, 7, 1489

HFt-PEG

HFt-MSH-PEG

Optimization for magnetic fluid hyperthermia
Iron oxide NPs@HFt-MSH
Promising candidate as MRI–CA and
drug delivery
Excellent targeting properties
 High biocompatibility

× Constrains on size: maximum 8 nm, too
low in order to observe hyperthermic
efficiency for magnetite

How to enhance the hyperthermic efficiency?
ωτ
2
2
τ = τ0 exp(KV/kBT)
SAR ≈ f ⋅ H 0 ⋅ M S ⋅ V ⋅
2
1 + (ωτ )
Increasing magnetic
anisotropy

Increasing mean NPs size

d = 8 nm
f = 168 kHz
H = 21 kA/m

100

SAR

SPL (W/g)

150

Fe3O4
50

0

0

0.4x10

5

0.8x10

5

5

1.2x10
3

K (J/m )

5

1.6x10

2.0x10

5

L. Lartigue; C, Sangregorio et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2011, 133, 10459

Increasing the magnetic anisotropy: Co doping
Replacing of bivalent
iron with Co2+
K bulk of cobalt ferrite
ca. 20 times larger
than magnetite

CoxFe3-xO4 NPs

Co content

Strong increase of the
magnetic anisotropy on
Co substitution
even for small Co %
Evaluation of Co doping
effect on hyperthermic
properties of HFt-MSH NPs

E. Fantechi et al. J. Phys. Chem. C 2012, 116, 8261
E. Fantechi et al. J. Magn. Magn. Mat. 2014

Synthesis and Characterization of Co-doped HFt-MSH NPs
TEM
120

Counts

100
80
60
40
20
0

2

4

6

8

d (nm)

10

12

Co content
from 0 to 15%
 Confirmed by
ICP-AES

NPs diameter of 6-7 nm
Narrow size distribution
Size exclusion gel filtration
chromatography

XRD Cubic spinel phase
all HFt-NPs
samples elute
like the apoprotein
 the process
does not affect
the protein
structure

Fe3O4
NaCl

Hyperthermic properties
Hyperthermic measurements
CoxFe3-xO4

5

5%

4

∆T(°C)

MTT Test – NPs@HFt-MSH 0% and 5% Co

3

10 %

2
1

15 %

0
0

200

t (s)

0%
400

600

1.2 w/w, 183 kHz, 12 kA/m

 Co doping strongly increases SAR up to 5%
 Over this value an unexpected decreasing
trend is observed

183 kHz, 17.0 kA/m, 30 min

 No effect of magnetic field alone
 No effect observed for HFt_0% Co
 Significant effect for HFt_5 % Co

 Co doping is required in order to observe hyperthermic efficiency
 Good hyperthermic cytotoxicity even with very low SAR
E. Fantechi et al. ACS Nano 2014, 8, 4705.

M. Zanardelli, Dr. L. Di Cesare Mannelli, Prof. C. Ghelardini
Dip. NEUROFARBA - Sez. Farmacologia e Tossicologia, Univ. di Firenze

MFH: state of the art
 Many examples can be found in the literature
reporting conflicting results
 A better understanding of:
- MNPs – cell interaction is required
- temperature and heat diffusion mechanism
within the cell
-Internalization plays a key role in the process
need to proper functionalization of
the magnetic core

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

MRI Timeline
1946 MR phenomenon - Bloch & Purcell
1952 Nobel Prize - Bloch & Purcell
1950-70 NMR developed as analytical tool
1973 Backprojection MRI - Lauterbur use of
magnetic field gradient
1975 Fourier Imaging - Ernst
1977 Echo-planar imaging - Mansfield
1980 FT MRI demonstrated - Edelstein
1986 Gradient Echo Imaging - NMR Microscope
1987 MR Angiography - Dumoulin
1991 Nobel Prize – Ernst for developing the
method 1992 Functional MRI - Ogawa
1994 Hyperpolarized 129Xe Imaging
2002 Nobel Prize -Wuthrich, 3D structure of
biomolecules in aqueous solution
2003 Nobel Prize - Lauterbur & Mansfield

Typical MRI apparatus for
clinical use, magnetic field
H = 1.5 Tesla

Why MRI?

Nuclear Medicine:

Optical Imaging:
• Poor spatial resolution

•

Poor spatial resolution

• Poor temporal resolution

•

Poor temporal resolution

• high sensitivity

•

High sensitivity

•

Reporters: radionuclides

• Reporters: luminescent probes

X-Ray (CT):
• Good spatial resolution
• Good temporal resolution
• Low sensitivity

MRI:
•

Non-invasive

• Good spatial resolution
• Good temporal
resolution
• Low sensitivity

Basic concepts
MRI relies on the counterbalance between the exceedingly small magnetic
moment on a proton, and the exceedingly large number of protons present
in biological tissue

From NMR one has a signal s(t) coming from the total body/sample :

signal intensity ∝ ρ(1H) exp(-TE/T2) [ 1-exp(-TR/T1) ]
where ρ(1H) = density of protons (nuclei), TE = time to echo (delay at which one
acquires the signal), TR = repetition rate (time between two excitation
sequences). TE anf TR are fixed by the operator

In MRI for spatial localization of protons with different
frequencies we need in addition :

MAGNETIC FIELD GRADIENTS
IN 3 DIRECTIONS !!!

Basic concepts of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
z

M0 = N µ2 / 3 k T

Mz
M0

B0

0.632 M0

Mz

Mz = M0 (1-exp(-t/T1))
T1

M⊥

t

M⊥
y
x

dM z
M − Mz
= γ (M × H 0 )z + 0
dt
T1

M0
M⊥ = M0 exp(-t/T2)

0.367 M0
T2

Time behaviour of the
longitudinal and transverse
component (Mz and M⊥) of
the nuclear magnetization

t

dM xy
dt

= γ ( M × H 0 ) xy +

Whether it is T1 or T2 signal that is imaged is determined by
the timing between the excitation pulse and detection:
Long gap (∼1s) T1
positive signal bright image
Short gap (∼0.01s) T2
negative signal dark image
Dephasing can also be affected by local inhomogeneities in the
applied longitudinal field, leading to the replacement of T2 by the
shorter T2*

M xy
T2

Basic concepts

MRI signal is s(t) = ρ(1H) exp(-TE/T2) [ 1-exp(-TR/T1)]
By adjusting TE and TR, the signal can be “weighted” on ρ(1H), T1 or T2

PDW

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
Physical Principles and Sequence
Design
Book by Haacke et al.
(ed. Wiley-Liss)

T2W

Why MRI contrast agents?

MRI signal is s(t) = ρ(1H) exp(-TE/T2) [ 1-exp(-TR/T1)]

The MRI image intensity (the contrast) thus depends on :


Intrinsic Parameters
Local proton density N(H) (water, fat)

•

Magnetic field



Nuclear Relaxation times T1 and T2

•

Timing of the pulse sequence

•
•

Magnetic susceptibility differences
Diffusion processes

Extrinsic Parameters

•

Contrast Agents
(CA)

with CA the nuclear relaxation times change
(much better idea than protons’ density)

better image contrast and pathology evidence

MRI contrast agents. Roughly, state of the art












MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
Paramagnetic CA (i.e. paramagnetic core)
Superparamagnetic CA (i.e. superparamagnetic core)
TWO KINDS , ESSENTIALLY :
1) NON-SPECIFIC CA (Gd-based systems, ferrites-based systems)
2) SPECIFIC (in a more broad sense) CA FOR BIO-DISTRIBUTION
Extracellular CA
Blood-pool CA
Organ-specific CA (tissutal targeting)
molecular imaging CA (cell targeting)
EFFECT ON THE IMAGES
Positive CA (the signal increases)
Negative CA (the signal decreases)

Examples of paramagnetic CA



Molecular structures of 4 Gd3+ complexes actually in use like
MRI CA: Gd-DTPA (Magnevist-Schering) and Gd-DOTA
(Dotarem-Guerbet) are ionic complexes, Gd-DTPA-BMA
(Omniscan-Nycodem) and Gd-HP-DOTA (Prohance-Bracco) are
non ionic .

MRI angiography by “positive ” CA







Evaluate blood

vessels noninvasively ⇒ MR angiography
(MRA).
head and neck vessel narrowing
(stenosis), blood vessel blockage, cerebral
aneurysm, arteriovenous malformation
(AVM) and blood vessel dissection.

Contrast enhanced MRA
utilizes an intravenous injection of MRI

contrast media (Gd-DTPA).

Liver tumour detection by “negative” SP-CA

Example : liver tumour

without CA

with CA

Macrophages (Kupffer cells) rapidly engulf SPIONs (5-10 min.)
Tumors are devoid of Kupffer cells.
NPs remain in the healthy tissue
In a T2-weighted image any tumor will be light in contrast

Superparamagnetic CA : a scheme

USPIO
UltraSmall Particle of Iron Oxide
( < 15 nm )

Core (Fe3O4+Fe2O3)

Coating (dextran...)

SPIO
Small Particle of Iron Oxide
( >20 nm )

Core (Fe3O4+Fe2O3)

Coating (dextran...)

Problems : low reproducibility, unknown mixing of ferrites,
not-controlled microscopic chemico-physical
properties ⇒ no real control on the efficiency

Contrast agent for MRI
EndoremTM (Guerbet), Feridex,
Feraheme (AMAG Pharmaceuticals),
Primovist™ and Eovist (Bayer Schering Pharma AG)
SupravistTM - SHU555C (Bayer Schering Pharma AG) VSOP-C184 (Ferropharm GmbH),
Ferumoxtran - AMI-227 and Ferumoxide - AMI-25 (AMAG Pharmaceuticals)

Dextran coated iron oxide
nanoparticles with a not very well
defined morphology,
and no evident aspect ratio.
Average particle size:
20 30
Endorem 7.5 nm
Sinerem 4.5 nm).
Hydrodynamic diameter:
SINEREM
Endorem 292 nm
Sinerem 34 nm.

n° particles
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Efficacy of contrast agents

 Efficacy of a contrast agent in reducing T1 and T2 is evaluated by measuring

nuclear relaxivity r

the
i (i=1,2), that represents the relaxation
rate of hydrogen nuclei in presence of 1mM of magnetic center
 The nuclear relaxation rate is the sum of the diamagnetic contribution
(absence of CA) and the paramagnetic one (presence of CA)

1
Ti ,oss

1
1
=
+
Ti ,d T p

1
Ti ,oss

= Ri ,oss

1
=
+ ri c
Ti ,d

c = concentration of CA expressed in mM/L

-relaxing systems :
* T1-relaxing

R2/R1 < 2 (generally
paramagnetic). POSITIVE CA (brilliant spots)

-relaxing systems (generally superparamagnetic) :
* T2-relaxing
r2 must be maximum ⇒ NEGATIVE CA (dark zones)

Efficacy of contrast agents

MAIN MESSAGE

:

-One has to increase r1 (Gd-based CA)
for better positive contrast, diminishing the dose

-One has to increase r2 (MNPs-based CA)
for better negative contrast, diminishing the dose

Magnetic resonance imaging

Main missing scientific
investigations/results on SP-CA


Higher relaxivities optimization compounds (both T1
and T2)




Understanding the mechanism of nuclear relaxation
Molecular Imaging. Examples of MI-MRI : stem cells
targeting, specific tumoral cells targeting , macrophages, etc.

All the above depend on the control of
dimensions, shape, bulk anisotropy, kind of magnetic ion,
coating in SP NP

Superparamagnetic CAs

Many examples of Novel nonspecific MRI contrast agents
Magnetite Nanoparticles functionalized with apo-HFt
Synthesis
by
surfactant-assisted
thermal
decomposition of organo-metallic precursors

Ferritin coated iron oxide NPs
Relaxometric characterization (in progress; A. Lascialfari)
120
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High transversal relaxivity (2.5-3.5 the value of commercial
ENDOREM).
The presence of Ferritin enhances the efficiency of the NPs in
transversally relaxing water protons (B=1T, 25% increase).

Cobalt Ferrite NPs
MRI with novel Co-ferrites on normal rats

Endorem

NBR1-Colorobbia

NBR1 is good for MR images (r2 higher than for
commercial compound)
M. Comes Franchini, A. Lascialfari, M. Corti, U. Guerrini, G. Baldi et al., Small, 2010

Superparamagnetic CAs

However new CA for MRI are “non-specific” and so, two
crucial questions:
- Fate of the MNPs ? Mostly in liver
- Medical doctors are really interested or they just
point to specific (i.e. targeting) or multifunctional CA?
Obtaining a non-specific CA with efficiency
(relaxivity) higher than actual ones can lower
costs and doses
Need to tailor morphology, structure, magnetic
properties (MS, K, and coating) of the NPs
but
a refined physical model for r2 is still missing

A challenge with MRI CA: Molecular Imaging

A
B

Monoclonal antibody
Aptamers (DNA, RNA or short peptides)

Visualize molecular characteristics of physiological or
pathological processes in living organisms before they
manifest in the form of anatomic changes without invasive
procedures
need for efficients vectorized reporters
 the concentration of the targets is low
(in the nanomolar range, if not less !)
 the sensitivity or the resolution of the imaging
technique
for total dimensions above 35-40 nm, macrophages act and NPs
tend to not reach the target

Rhamnose coated magnetite NPs
Magnetite

Chosen because rhamnose
specifically recognize
lectins overexpressed by
melanoma cells
Core Diameter

Name

4 nm

SCION-4

7 nm

SCION-7

10 nm

SCION-10

16 nm

SCION-16

-O
P
-O
O

O

O
O

OAcOAc
O
OAc
OAc

Phosphonate moiety:
anchorage to the
magnetite surface

OH OH

Rhamnose
targeting moiety

NH3
MeOH

-O
P
-O
O

O

O
O

OH
OH

O

L. Lartigue et al. Org. Lett. 11, 2992 (2009)

Rhamnose coated magnetite NPs
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Diameter (nm)
For d = 35 nm r2 values are
comparable to those of the smallest
sample but precipitation occurs
L. Lartigue et al. JACS 133 10459 (2011)

r2/r1

r2 (mM s )

300

Rhamnose coated magnetite NPs
in vitro experiments using NPs resuspended in growth medium and incubated for 6 hours with
plated cells.
MCF-7 brest cancer cell line
B16F10 a melanoma cell line

Blanc

Endorem

Rha-NP

• Good 18 nm NPs internalization
(verified with Prussian Blue staining)
•18 nm NPs have smaller dimension
than Endorem and are internalized
more easily by plated cells.

Blanc

Endorem

Rha-NP

•Toxicity test using MTT assay
performed after 6 hours of incubation

Rhamnose coated magnetite NPs
in vivo experiments using NPs as contrast agent in healthy animals and in
the animal developing melanoma after subcutaneous B16F10 injection
N=8 mice treated with 500.000 B16F10 cell injected subcuteneously and monitored by MRI one
and three weeks after cancer cells injection

1
week

L

Panel A and B : after one week from
cancer cell injection we can observe a little
tumor (T)

TT

T

T Panels C and D: after three weeks tumors
reaches 1 cm of diameter and presents
black spots both in pre and in post contrast
acquisitions, probably due to the formation
of necrotic areas

Liver

3
weeks

T
L

pre

post

pre

post

Mouse
1
T

44.89

42.27

81.39

67.59

Mouse 2

38.84

35.00

88.54

61.61

Mouse 3

37.06

35.91

70.89

68.72

T
L

Tumor

Rhamnose coated magnetite NPs

• in

vitro : the nanoparticles able to recognize specifically B16F10 cells

• in

vivo : the nanoparticles do not reach the primary tumor mass and the

liver
• Histological

slices confirm the small presence of iron oxide NPs in

primary tumor mass that could be specifically recognized because the
expression of lectins on the cellular membrane of B16F10 cancer cells.

Targeting with Folic Acid

Folate is a key factor for DNA replication and cell proliferation. Many cancer cells
(particularly breast) have a high requirement for
folic acid and overexpress the folic acid receptor

Coating of amino-polyethylene
glycol derivative of folic acid
coupled to carboxylatebearing iron oxide NPs
(commercial CA by Guerbet
Research)

R. Meier Radiology 255, 527, 2010

Targeting with Folic Acid

GE T2*W MRI

E. Chiellini, G. Baldi and A. Lascialfari

MPI: magnetic particle imaging
Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) is a tomographic imaging technique
that measures the magnetic fields generated by superparamagnetic
NPs with high sensitivity, high resolution (1 mm) and high imaging
speed
1- A strong static B gradient is applied across the entire
target.
2- The field saturates the particles' M everywhere besides a
single field-free point (FFP).
3- Drive coils then superimpose an oscillating magnetic field,
and the NPs response is detected by a series of receive coils.
Basic principle:
A SP-NP exhibit a nonlinear response to oscillating field, the
detected signal contains higher-order harmonics that can be
exploited for imaging.
Only particles whose magnetic response is not suppressed by
saturation, i.e. those in the direct vicinity of the FFP, will
generate harmonics that contribute to the measured signal.
Scanning the FFP through the sample thereby enables
reconstruction of a full tomographic image of particle
distribution.

MPI: basic principle
An oscillating magnetic field (H,
modulation field, green curve) is
applied to the at a single frequency
f1. As the M curve (black) is
nonlinear, the resulting timedependent M (red) exhibits higher
harmonics, (see the Fouriertransformed signal, red bars). b, A
time-independent field is added to
the modulation field. The oscillating
field does not significantly change M,
as it is always in saturation. In this
state, harmonics of the oscillating
field are almost non-existent. The
signal at f1 is not used, as it is small
compared to the superimposed
induced modulation field signal, and
therefore difficult to isolate.

N. Panagiotopoulos et al. Magnetic particle imaging:
current developments and future directions
Int J Nanomedicine. 2015; 10: 3097–3114.

MPI: state of the art

Best NPs have high
magnetization and low
anisotropy
Average size ca. 30
nm
M.H.Pablico-Lansigan et al. Nanoscale, 2013,5, 4040

Most experiments were
performed on commercial CA for
MRI
Drive field amplitude ca. 10–20
mT. Frequency around 25 kHz
MPI is possible with clinically
approved doses of SPIONs
The development of right SPION is the crucial part for the
ultimate success of MPI

MPI: magnetic particle imaging

1st MPI system
(Bruker-Philips, 2013)

http://www.philips.com/e/imalytics/productsnew/magneticparticle.html

Magnetic Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications
Magnetic Targeting
Use a magnet to direct drug loaded
magnetic nanoparticles to the desired
location

Magnetic Targeted Systems
Magnetic targeting and localization
– reduce systemic distribution of drugs, with their side-effects
– reduce the dosage required by localized targeting

– reduce systemic
distribution of drugs,
with their side-effects
– reduce the dosage
required by localized
targeting

for hepatocellular
carcinomas

Main limitations:



the possibility of embolization of the blood vessels in the
target region due to accumulation of the magnetic carriers



an insufficient understanding of particle transport in the
human body



difficulty in scaling up from animal models due to the larger
distances between the target site and the magnet



once the drug is released, it is no longer attracted to the
magnetic field




the strength and design of magnets
toxic responses

Basic concept

Force on a magnetic nanoparticle of
magnetic moment: m = VM
[M = ∆χH where ∆χ = χm−χw is the
Effective susceptibility relative to the water]
Fm = (m 

)B

Fm = V∆χ

(B2/2µ0)

µ0 = 4π×10−7 Vs/(Am)
vacuum permeability

or
Fm = V∆χ

(½ B  H)

the magnetic force is related to the differential of the magnetostatic
field energy density

Main limitations:
Assuming a 100 nm Fe NP:
µ= 2.2 µB

4x107 atoms

m = 8 x 10-16 A/m2

Largest field gradients are 50-100 T/m

Maximum force which can be applied Fm = 4 x 10-14 N
The drag force for a NP in a fluid is F = 6 πηvr
which will overcome Fm for blood flow of 15 µm/s
(much slower than it is).
However, the drag force depends on the position of the NPs with
respect to the centre of the vessel!

Magnetic Targeting
The distance from the magnets to in vivo locations where particle capture is
still effective – depends, in addition to the vascularization of the targeted
region, on both the applied magnetic field and the magnetic gradient, both of
which fall off quickly with distance from the magnets.
Magnet strengths :
from 70 mT to 2.2 T
Applied magnetic gradients
from 3 T/m to 100 T/m
Depending on
- depth of targeting
- magnet cost
- Complexity
- ease-of-use.

o A focusing depth of 5 cm has been achieved in human clinical trials
with 100 nm diameter NPs using 0.2–0.8 T strength magnets;
o Focusing depths of up to 12 cm have been reported in animal
experiments using a 0.5 T permanent magnet
Sarwar A. et al. J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 324 (2012) 742–754

Magnetic Targeting

Fm = V∆χ

(½ B  H)

The larger is the size
the larger is the force

However, as the size
increases, the Diffusability
will decrease due to
mechanical constraints in
the microenvironment
.

The balance favors
30-150 nm NPs

Magnetic Targeting

Fm = V∆χ

(½ B  H)

among materials with
Tc > 310°C, Fe and
Fe65Co35 (permendur)
have the highest
magnetization but they
are toxic
/217

Magnetic Targeting
Saturation magnetization µB
Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4
Co0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4
Ca0.35Zn0.65Fe2O4
Ni0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4
Cu0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4
MnFe2O4

6.4
6.0
5.3
5.0
4.8
4.6

Design of high penetration magnet

Most magnetic drug targeting
systems rely on:
o single permanent magnet placed
near the target tissue.
o magnet shaping has been
employed in the design of permanent
magnets and electromagnets
o Halbach arrays for near surface
magnetic focusing (see Stereotaxis’
Niobe)
o Implanting of magnetic materials
inside patients (the implanted
materials serve to locally increase
the magnetic field gradients when an
external H is applied.
o Superconducting materials

Optimal 36 element 2D pull array. The black dot
identifies the optimization point and the black
arrow shows the direction of the pull force at
that point.

Nanomagnetosol
Targeted aerosol delivery to the lung with aerosol droplets each one
comprising a multitude of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
in combination with a target-directed magnetic gradient field
It improves therapeutic efficiency and minimize unwanted side effects
for asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cystic fibrosis,
respiratory infection and lung cancer.

Nanomagnetosol application in
mice. A) SPION deposition in the
lungs with and without magnetic
field; B-E) Lung histology with the
magnet tip above the right lobe
(right lung, b,d) left lung, c,e,)

P. Dames Nat. Nanotech. 2, 495 (2007)

Multimodal imaging
Different imaging modalities may provide complementary information
Multimodal Probe

radiotracers
Magnetic NP +

fluorescent QDs or dyes
lanthanide-doping

Conjugate good spatial resolution with the high sensitivity of other imaging techniques

Multimodal imaging
CoxFe3-xO4@SiO2@Au

core
13.3 ± 2.2 nm

shell
13.2 ± 1.8 nm

seed
2.8 ± 0.4 nm

Au shell
9.8 ± 1.7 nm

Good magnetic properties and SPR at ca. 700 nm

Magnetic separation
The net magnetic moment,
M ≠ 0 only if H ≠ 0

2- After a suitable
1- MNPs + immobilized
aﬃnity tag, are mixed with incubation time
the mixture containing the the complexes are
desired molecules (crude isolated by
cell lysates, whole blood, magnetic
decantation and
plasma, urine, or any
the contaminants
biological fluid)
washed out.

3- Finally, the purified
target molecules are
recovered by
displacement from
the MNPs by proper
elution procedures.c

Magnetic Sorting/Detection

Biosensing
Nanosensors based on MNP
Probe DNA
polymer
GMR

GMR

GMR

GMR

GMR

GMR

GMR

GMR

GMR

SiO 2

Analyte DNA
+ biotin

Wash
unbound
DNA away

Streptavidin
+
magnetic
particle

GMR

GMR

GMR

• Low interference
• Low background signal
• Do not require sample
pre-treatment
• High sensitivity
• Multiple analytes at
one time
• Hand-held
• Lightweight
• Fast
• Potential for singlebead detection

Biosensing

GMR
R/R(H=0)

multilayer
Fe/Cr

SQUID

~ 80%

H (kOe)

Fe
Cr
Fe

Conclusions

…although very promising the road to develop the
ideal theranostic agent is still very long
Drug

Magnetic
Nanoparticle
Targeting
agent
Polymer
Coating
Fluorophore

Thank you for your attention

Magnetofection






Transfection: introduction
of foreign material in
eukaryotic cells
MNP associated with viral
or DNA vectors or short
interfering RNA are
transfected into cells by
the action of a magnetic
field
The cellular uptake of the
genetic material is
accomplished by natural
biological processes
(endocytosis)

Magnetic actuation
Manipulation and control of cells and subcellular structures:






Cellular mechanisms examination
Ion channel activation kinetics
Tissue enigineering
Regenerative medicine

